Two-Gather | Collective Living
Housing and Recreational Facilities in Suburban Mumbai

Collective form of living is a relevant framework to
reconsider way of living in contemporary Mumbai.
The thesis explores shared communal architecture
elements in a specific housing typology called
chawls. These elements are analyzed through its
programmatic use of space and scale.
Understanding the chawls as a module for
communal living situated within a larger city
context of Mumbai. The thesis further argues that
collective forms of living are possible and should
be a precedent for developing the present
affordable housing typologies in the urban city.
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Introduction
The purpose of the thesis is to research the
development of chawls through its affordable
construction techniques, shared spaces, and built form
of communal living from the 1800s as an industrial
worker housing to medium income housing typology
of Mumbai. The initial idea is to understand how
chawl as a typology sustains its form of living from the
continuous change in economic disparities,
re-developments schemes, government housing, and
rent policies related to its spatial planning,
affordability of living, and flexibility of shared
spaces within them. As the chawls built form remains
unchanged, the fabric varies to an extent only in its
architectural element articulation, tenement sizes, and
shaping different communities and cultures for a way
of communal living. This study will argue that
collective forms ofliving are possible and should be a
precedent for developing the present affordable
housing typologies in contemporary Mumbai.
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Plan

Mumbai is the financial capital of India with a total
population of 25 million. It is surrounded by water on
three sides and has a total area of 233 mi2.
With increase in informal settlements over affordable
housing, Mumbai is in of larger infrastructure development. The haphazardly developed ecological edges
are leading to sea level rise and increase of flood risk
in Mumbai.

Plan
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Mumbai Map

Region 13

Fig 1 : Informal Settlements_Image by Johnny Miller
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Mumbai Region

Fig 2 : Mumbai Ecological Edge_Image by Johnny Miller

Mumbai and Issues 15

What is a Chawl?
A chawl is a set of rooms strung along a corridor. Each
of these rooms are inhabited by different households.
Chawls can be single- or multi-storied—generally they
have a ground floor plus two or three above. While
one end of the corridor has a staircase, the other
end typically has a set of toilets that are shared by
the households. The entire building may also have a
courtyard inside with corridor(s) running all around
the courtyard.
The word chawl also has two other significations—while
it means a common street in front of one’s house, it
also means a sieve (chaal). The warehouses that store
onions, usually found near Nashik, are also called
chaals as they have walls that are made of trellises
and look like sieves. In many ways, the chawl
housing, in form, is as porous as a chaal.

Raj Bahadur Gupta, describes chawls as “an early
20th scholar, as ‘honeycombed’ structures with
single-room units placed back to back.”
Burnett - Hurst, describes the overcrowded chawls
as “human warehouses and pestilential plaguespots in which labouring classes of the city were
‘huddled together amidst highly unsanitary
surrounds and as cheaply as possible”.
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Fig 3 : Haribaug Chawl

Definition 17

1500s - 1800s | Colonisation

1947 | Post-Colonisation

Mumbai formally known as Bombay was comprised
of seven islands with people living in small
settlements and earned their living from the land
and sea. Mumbai was later ruled by the Portuguese
and British who allowed development which
demanded more space.

India got Independence on 15 th August .
Rent Control Act was passed.
Minimum Wages Act was passed.

1966

Establishment of Shiv Sena Party.

1970

1803

Establisment of Contract Labour System Act and
Regulation.

The Great Fire of Bombay triggered development
projects on the island.

1980

1838

Inter-State Migrant Workmen Act.

The seven islands of Bombay were combined to
make one mass.

1982
Mill workers strike and gradual shutdown of textile
mills in Bombay.

1850
Labour influx due to early urbanisation.

1990

1853

Majority of the Mill Land under Re-Development.

Construction of the first railway line.

1855
Establishment of Indian National Congress .

1856

Fig 4 : Chawl, Street Front

1996
Bombay re-named as Mumbai.

1997

Establishment of the first Cotten Textile Mill .

Rent Control Act re-phrased.
Maharashtra Rent Control Bill allows 5% increase.

1898

2007

Establisment of Bombay City Improvement Trust.

National Urban Housing and Habitat Policy

1900s
Establisment of Chawl as a Male Migrant Housing
typology.

1915

2013
Real Estate Regulation and Development Bill
Model State Affordable Housing Policies for
Urban areas. (Real Estate Regulatory Authority)

Establisment of 83 new Cotton Textile Mills.

2017

1920s - 1940s

Real Estate Regulatory Authority was imposed
in Maharashtra.

Establisment of new Body Bombay Development
Department and other chawls.
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Timeline

Fig 5 : Chawls_Image by Rajesh Vora

Timeline
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Bombay City Improvement Trust

Rent Control Act

Rent Control Act re-phrased.

National Urban Housing and
Habitat Policy

The Bombay City Improvement Trust (BIT) was created on
9 December 1898, in response to the Mumbai plague
epidemic of 1896. It was created through an Act of the
Parliament. During the colonial period the Municipal
Corporation and the government handed over all vacant
lands to this body. The CIT undertook a host of measures to
improve sanitary and living conditions in the city.

In 1947 with the large influx of people into cities and
demand for housing rising, rents started
skyrocketing. To protect people’s tenancy rights, the
government froze all rents and prohibited eviction. This
gave a sense of property to the tenants of the chawl, who
consolidated their lives with the acquired permanence.
Therent-control measure worked against the landlords who
couldn’t make money from their premises any more. The
landlords lost interest in the chawls. Soon, many of the
other spaces in chawls began to be occupied—spaces below
staircases, mid-landings and the lavish corridors. These
found multiple occupancies for the local tailor, the ironing
service, the electrician, etc. Over time these services became
integral parts of the lives of the tenants.

The Maharashtra Rent Control Act, 1999, is the final Act
which has replaced all the former Acts in a bid to regulate
the rental.This act was passed for the following reasons and
also proposed a hike in the rent every year by 5%.Intense
use and the advanced lives of many of these buildings
started causing wear and tear. With very low rents the
landlords did not have too many incentives to maintain
their properties any more. The buildings started getting
dilapidated. The government started collecting a cess tax
from these older buildings, which could be put into their
repair and maintenance. The Maharashtra Housing and Area
Developmnt Authority (MHADA) took up the responsibility
of these repairs. However, often the repairs were not
taken seriously. Much of the repairs involved selling off
expensive wood found in older buildings and replacing
with cheaper steel girders.

The National Urban Housing & Habitat Policy 2007 seeks
to promote various types of public-private partnerships for
realizing the goal of ‘Affordable Housing For All’ with special
emphasis on the urban poor. The formulation of the
National Housing Policy is an ongoing process which
started in 1986.

New Body Bombay Development

Real Estate Regulatory Authority

BDD was established in 1920 and was responsible for
providing more land for housing and constructing for
50,000 tenements onreclaimed lands. BDD were
responsible forvarious project.Sir George Llyod who was
appointed by the british government of India believed that
the housing problem let to political unrest in the city. He
designed a massive scheme of housing and development
for mill workers of the city. The Bombay development board
proposed a scheme of 500 tenements out of which 207
built, and 121 were chawls. Over the years, there have been
various changesimplemented through laws, rent control act,
and ownership criteria.

This authority will monitor as well as adjudicate and
arbitrate any disputes with respect to real estate projects in
the concerned state.Establishment of a fast-track
mechanism for settlement of disputes. This will be done via
an appellate tribunal and dedicated adjudicating officers.All
real estate projects must be registered with RERA. Moreover,
the authority will have jurisdiction over such projects. They
can also refuse the registration of a particular project if
guidelines have not been adhered to. A project’s
registration can be cancelled if RERA receives any
complaints that are found to be true after an inquiry has
been made.A property cannot be sold if it is not registered
with RERA.
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As a housing typology, the chawl evolved in the
response to both the changing urban economy and
the colonial planning policies and the city’s housing
policies.Absence of planning by the authorities of
planning - led to deliberate disregard towards the
living conditions of the poor and increasing appropriation of space for capital accumulation.

With the growth of political consciousness within
socialterriorities the formation of young men living in
chawls often trained in the local gymansium known as
akhada.These places were breeding grounds for local
political affliations.
The political party Shiv Senas representatives and their
chief, Bal Thackeray wouldvisit akhadas with political
motives and use for political rivalries.

The city constantly suffered from the shortage of
housing for migrant workers - Hindu and Muslim
- who travelled from the hinterlands of of Mumbai konkan and the deccan plateau - as well as from
northern India , to offer their labour towards
transforming the city from a trading port to a
commercial and industrial center.
It is widely documented that the majority of the
city’s poor labouring population occupied reclaimed
, low-lying, marshy land and mudflats as close as
possible to their place of work . They lived in thatched
huts and in barracks, in tin sheds and in chawls.This
high demand led to building ‘ramshackle and jerry
built’ chawls with some ‘sacrifice and durability’. Built
on minimum footprints, to maximize returns.

During the Samyukta Maharashtra Movement, the
marathi middle class and working class both
convereted the social places into spaces for political
action. The primary motive was caste and class
discrimation and make the city marathi dominant city.

On the other hand, this period also saw enormous
expansion on the frontages of Chowpatty, Cumballa
hill and Walkeshwar, where private bungalows were
built. While these rich areas had a density of less than
50 persons per acre, the chawl areas like Byculla,
Umarkhadi and Bhuleshwar had more than 500
persons per acre, as per the Census of 1906.

Another relation to chawls and politics was during the
satyagraha movement, when the chawl and the
narrow lanes were used for protest and riots.During
the communal riots, when the religious indenties
acquired higher importance than local spatial
identities the neighbourhood was actually defined as
different territories as Hindu or Muslim, Gangs also
emerged as gaurding the different entry points to the
neighbourhood.

Fig 6 : Shiv-Sena Political Rally

The urban space emerging out of the textile Mills,
the surrounding chawls, the public spaces of the
pavements , the streets and the street corners, and the
open maidans all had a major influence in shaping
social relationships and political consciousness.
The community character of chawls played an
important role in the long months of the arduous
strike of 1982. The workers who left for their home
towns organized transporting of foodgrains to Mumbai. The network of the chawl committees organized
the distribution of the grains in the courtyards of the
chawls to the families affected by the strike.
The women began working to help run the
household. Many started dabba or tiffin services , the
very successful. Annapurna that supplies tiffin all over
the city emerged during this period.
Fig 7 : Communal Riots
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Religious Identity

Regional Identity

This identity refers to people and their religion or caste. The
residents of chawls belong to Hindu and Muslims as larger
religious identity. The Hindu includedGujaratis, Marathis,
Konkanis,South Indians and the Muslims has thier own
local sub divisons. There was a clear strong communal
sense of belonging within all the religious indentity. But
after the 1992-93 communal riots and aftermath. For
some muslim chawl dwellers, betrayal by their neighbors
established decades of distrust in an otherwise intimate
space. While others protected their families through living
shielded in the chawls four walls from violence.

This identity refers to people and their migrant city or state
with divisions and prejudice in terms of class divisions.
Caste system further divided into classes. Intitial the chawl
was a male dominant housing type. The men migrated
internally from different villages around in the state of
maharashtra and the external migratition from states like
gujarat, bihar, karnataka, depending on the jobs they find.
Hence the chawls have people living till now who orginally
belonged to different parts of India, making it a larger form
of communal living. After the communal riots certain chawls
got termed as gujarati chawls and others as muslim.

Gender Identity

Occupational Identity

The chawls initially were designed for masculine
relationship to space and place as initially designed for
migrant men and not single women per families. Hence
due to the earlier design type, the chawl now faces lack of
privacy and thin wall issues.
The women face sanitation issues to due common washroom space, which is shared between mutliple families and
more men within them. Individualism is viewed
suspiciously in a chawl and personal comments are freely
passed.

This identity refers to people and the field they work in.
Initial most of the male workers were labourers or mill
workers in the textile industry of Bombay. Over a period
of time the industries started shutting down. The workers
either went back to their native place, where they worked
as farmers or other small buisness. The workers in Mumbai,
started their own printing shops, worked in small buisness
shops and firms as staff servant or security guard. As the
generation progressed the children got educated and got
better white collar jobs.
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Identities

Fig 8 : Religious Identity_Festival of Light,Diwali

Fig 9 : Religional Chawl_Gujarati Chawl

Identities
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Chawl as a Locality

Plan

1. Girangoan
Giran - mill, Gaon - village, therefore ‘ village of the mills’

1

2. Girgaon : Giri
hill, Gaon - village therefore ‘village at the foot of the hills’

2

Plan

Arabian Sea
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Plan

Locality
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Girangoan

Plan

Girangaon as a locality was identified with the Marathi
textile mill owners who belonged to the middle castes. The
neighbourhoods maintained their individual class
identities, their political and cultural identities ran parallel
because the inhabitants migrated from the same region
and spoke the same language. The communities also
shared the spatial hierarchy and the spirit of the
sub-templates of the localities, wadis, lanes and most
importantly of chawls. Yet both these localities were very
different in their social manifestations and cultural
expressions.
In the present scenarios the BBD and other chawls have
a middle class family residing from different regions and
different caste. Their jobs from working in the surrounding
mills have shifted to other small jobs. Part of the BBD
chawls are assigned as police headqaurters housing.

Plan
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Plan

Chawls
Mills

Locality
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Girgoan
Girgaon as a locality was identified asbe a home for the
upper-caste Marathi Hindus. Joint families lived in one or
two storeyed houses called wadas, interspersed with fruit
and vegetable orchards, called wadis.
Many of the middle class migrants who settled in Girgaon
availed themselves of higher University education, became
professionals and academists, and actively participated
in various social reformsand social service movements
throughout the city. Girgaon’s enhanced mobility in the
spheres of economy and education. Consequently a wide
spectrum of the salaried population - peons, clerks, officers,
teachers, accountants - as well as the higher educated
professional middle class -lawyers, professors, doctors have lived and areliving together in the same chawls in
Girgaon.
In the present scenarios the area is rapidly developing and
tall concrete-glass housing towers are replacing the chawls
at fast rate. Though the wadis are protected under unescos
heritage site.
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Chawls
Wadis

Locality
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Heading

Plan

Plan
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Articles

Plan
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Present Scenario | Conclusion

Plan

Post-1950’s, the living conditions have deteriorated due to
over usage of space, and re-development of these old
communal housing typologies has started in Mumbai.
Experiencing the current situation of the city, half the
chawls are already been replaced with tall towers and the
rest are in the verge too. The shortage of land in Mumbai
and increase demand in the housing necessity is leading
to quick construction of these unthought housing type .
Though certain housing do consider a communal form of
living the rest are just vertical stacks of concrete blocks.
Re-development is necessary but with consideration of
the old communal form of living and housing stratergies
which consider people together and just stacked above one
another.
The next chapter will anaylze the chawls through its
sustaining form of living like the small compact rooms as
the affordability factor, with shared facilities as the flexible
spaces, active community life through its construction and
elemental usage and the infrastructure issues as a oppose
to the communal living.

Plan
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Fig 10 : BBD Chawls
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Plan
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Fig 11 : Central Courtyard and Interior Elevation, Haribaug Chawl, Mumbai
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Plan
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Fig 12 : External Corridor and Exterior Facade, Poonawala Chawls, Mumbai

Communal Analysis

41

The chawls have two specific shared-communal
architectural elements. The courtyards act as a public
space of communal usage and interaction. The
corridors act a communal space of circulation and
interaction.

Plan
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Chawl Plan
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Plan
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Fig 13 : Narrow Communal Courtyard-Corridor relation, Poonawala Chawls, Mumbai

Fig 14 : Central-open Public Courtyard, Haribaug Chawls, Mumbai
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Plan

Plan
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Chawl Plan_Poonawala Chawls, Mumbai
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Plan
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Fig 15 : Narrow Communal Corridor, Poonawala Chawls, Mumbai

Fig 16 : Corridor used as a communal gathering space to play cards
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Fig 17 : Internal Corridor used as a playzone_BDD Chawls, Mumbai
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Fig 17 : Internal Corridor used as a playzone_Poonawala Chawls, Mumbai
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Plan

The public element courtyard is used for timely based
activties like parking, playing and celebrating festivals.
The semi-private element corridor is used as a visual
interaction zone between courtyard and act as a communal transilational space.
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Structural Framing Model, Poonawala Chawls, Mumbai

Plan
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Structural System and Materiality

Structural System and Materiality
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Plan
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Infrastructure Issues_Exposed Pipes_Poonawala Chawls, Mumbai

Infrastructure Issues_Additions of Steel columns_Poonawala Chawls, Mumbai
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Plan
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Infrastructure Issues_Exposed Pipes_Poonawala Chawls, Mumbai

Infrastructure Issues_Narrow Entrace_Poonawala Chawls, Mumbai
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Plan
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Infrastructure Issues_Shared Utilities_Sanitation and Hygine_Chawls, Mumbai

Infrastructure Issues_Water Storage Tank_Poonawala Chawls, Mumbai 61

Plan

The infrastructure issues are leading to depliation in
communal chawl life. The storage of space within the
tenement and at the edge is utilised to its full
potential. Each tenement is around 25 m2 and is
occupied by 3-5 people.

62

Tenement Front_Haribaug Chawls, Mumbai

Utilisation of Space
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Plan
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Tenement Interiors_Haribaug Chawls_Mumbai, India
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Chawl as a Precedent

Informal Settlements

Ecological Edges and Open Spaces

Authorities for development

Mumbai’s chawls are an existing regional
housing typology that embody ideas of
communal living. If collective forms of
living are possible within this existing
typology, how can the chawls be a starting
point to develop larger ways of communal
living within the present urban typologies
of contemporary Mumbai?
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Conclusion_Program Factors and Drivers

Thesis Design Question
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Plan
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Site Context_Suburban Mumbai

Site Context_Suburban Mumbai
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Fig 18 : Under-Construction Metro Rail, Malad, Mumbai

Plan

Fig 19 : Proposed MHADA Housing Site, Malad, Mumbai
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Road Map_Site

Site
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Plan

Fig 20 : HyperCity_Currently not in use, Malad, Mumbai

Fig 21 : Small Scale Commercial fronts, Malad, Mumbai
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Site
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Plan
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Arranging the Existing Chawls

Linear Form Development

Linearity and Access
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Site Planning

Design Stratergy
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Courtyards and Corridor Fragments
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Massing and Site Planning

Site Planning
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Plan
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Ground Floor Plan

Programs_Courtyards and Corridors
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Plan
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Zoom in Cricket Field Courtyard Plan

Plan
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Cricket Field View_Volumeric Scale
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Plan
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Section through Soccer Field_Volumeric Courtyard to housing relation

Section
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Plan
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Zoom in Semi-Private Courtyard Plan

Plan
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Semi-Private Courtyard View_Volumeric Scale
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Plan

96

Section through the Private Courtyard and Housing

Section
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Plan

98

Entrance View

Linear Entrance Corridor connects both end of the sites
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Plan

100 Typical Housing Floor Plan
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102 Zoom in Housing Plan
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104 Typical Tenement Layout
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106 Structural System and Materiality
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Plan

108 Tenement_Corridor_Courtyard Relation View
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Index as Glossary
Concept | Context
Concept

Refers to terms or images drawn and inspired from
the housing/dwelling typology “chawls”.

Context

Refers to terms and visuals analyzed from the region
(Mumbai) and the dwelling type “chawls”.

CONCEPT

CONTEXT

- Community

Chawls / Chaals

a form of living together in a building, an area and a city.
It can also be defined as a group of people more than ten, living
together in the same building, locality or area.

developed between early 1700’s to 1900s as large tenement housing
typology for trade and industrial workers and labourers migrating to the city of
Mumbai.
A set of rooms strung along a corridor. Each of these rooms are inhabited by different
households. Chawls can be single- or multi-storied—generally .The entire building may
also have a courtyard inside with corridor(s) running all around the courtyard.

- Nuclear to Joint Family

Gujarati, Marathi, Muslim

a couple and their dependent children, regarded as a basic social
unit. and occupying one chaal/dwelling.
Joint family is referred as people living or occupying a dwelling
with more than five people living.
It can also be referred as a chawl as a joint family.

- Collectivism

Bombay

- Shared / Flexible

Courtyards, Corridors, Terraces

how the elements are defined in spatial form which leads to
communal corridors and courtyards, wider staircases and shared
bathrooms and utility spaces. This spatial division brings in
flexibility and shared public spaces within the housing type.

These elements in the chawls make the shared and flexible spaces. These terms also
define chawls as a community unit.
Focuses on ways in which communities tie themselves to their environments and
spatial configurations offered or planned.

- Identity

Identities in the Chawls

referred as an opposite term to individualism.
where people are living, performing and making decisions
together.
Referred as a collective form of living in a neighborhood.

Referred as identity of an individual, a group and a community in
the present political and economical situation of Mumbai.

- Courtyard

referred as a shared communal volumeric space. Courtyard
functions as a place to in-corporate various porgrams at timely
or seasonaly basis. It is a public element of interaction and
exchange.

Glossary References
Sujata Patel, Jim Masselos, Bombay and Mumbai:
The City in Transition, (New Delhi: Oxford University
Press, 2003)

Community types identified through its caste and origin of state.
Gujarati’s are originated from the state of gujarat in India. Their native language is
gujarati.Marathi’s are originated from the state of Maharashtra in India. Their native
language is Marathi.Muslims are originated from the country India and neighboring
countries. Their native language is Urdu.

- Corridor

referred as a shared communal transilational space .Corridor also
can be referred as a passage or a exterior semi -private circulation
space .

The oldest known names for the city are Kakamuchee and Galajunkja; these are sometimes still used.In 1508, Portuguese writer Gaspar Correia used the name “Bombaim”
in his Lendas da Índia (“Legends of India”). After the English gained possession of the
city in the 17th century, the Portuguese name was anglicised as Bombay.

Chawl life provides an arena through which identity politics are enacted, enforced in
everyday life.
The identities are based on redefined parameters such as:
Religious identity
Regional identity
Gender identity
Class identity

Indian National Congress

The Indian National Congress is a political party in India with widespread roots. Founded
in 1885, it was the first modern nationalist movement to emerge in the British Empire
in Asia and Africa.

Shiv Sena Political Party

Shiv Sena, is a Marathi regional and Hindu nationalist political organisation in India
founded on 19 June 1966 by political cartoonist Bal Thackeray. The party originally
emerged from a movement in Bombay demanding preferential treatment for
Maharashtrians over migrants to the city.

Neera Adarkar, The Chawls of Mumbai: Galleries of
Life, (Gurgaon: ImprintOne, 2011).
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